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The Structuring Effect of Vital Force Energetic
Formulas in Water Solutions
Verified by Gas Discharge Visualization (GDV) Camera
A number of formulas were examined to determine how they influence the structure of water. The GDV
analyzed two parameters, the “number of fragments of luminescence” and the “area of luminescence”. Changes
in these parameters indicate changes in the structure of water. Fewer fragments indicate a greater degree of
structuring. We set up our investigation to monitor the following 3 sample types:
1. The control samples: spring water or un-infused concentrated trace minerals
2. The trace mineral samples: concentrated trace minerals infused with various Vital Force energy patterns
3. Water and trace minerals: these samples were made up of spring water with a 5% addition of concentrated
trace minerals infused with various Vital Force energy patterns
Each VFT formula structured the water differently.
In addition to determining how various subtle energy formulas influence the structure of water we were also
looking for confirmation of our working hypothesis regarding the qualities of different energy patterns we have
created based on Traditional Chinese Medicine’s “5 Element Theory”. The “5 Element Theory” provides a
relatively simple framework for understanding and making practical use of the complex inter-relationships of
different qualities of subtle energy.
For this purpose, we used 2 variants of our energy formula Rejuvenation. One variant was the Rejuvenation
with the “5 Element” qualities of “Wood-Fire” and the other was Rejuvenation with the “5 Element” qualities
of “Wood-Fire-Earth”.
We found that each variant had a unique effect on the structuring of water. This confirmed our findings that the
properties of subtle energy cannot be adequately described by the “amplitude-frequency” language that is used
to describe the electromagnetic field, which has only two parameters. Subtle Energy has many different
qualities.
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Test 1 - Number of Fragments of Luminescence
Part 1 - (5) trace mineral samples were tested.
The Number of Fragments of Luminescence indicates the degree of structuring of the water. This chart clearly
indicates a unique structuring effect: Each VFT formula infused into trace minerals structured the trace mineral
solution differently.
Note: Each colored line indicates a separate test.

A. The trace mineral solution infused with the energy imprint of Stress Relief has significantly fewer numbers
of fragments of luminescence (more than 7 times fewer than the control). This indicates that the trace mineral
solution was strongly structured by the energy.
B. Each of the trace mineral solutions infused with energy patterns having different “5 Elemental” qualities
showed a unique structuring effect. This fact demonstrates that the structure of the trace mineral is influenced
not only by the frequency of the energy pattern but also by the specific variations in the qualities of that energy
pattern.
C. The structure demonstrated by the pattern Clear Mind appeared to be similar to that of the control.
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Part 2 - (3) water samples were tested
This chart clearly indicates: Spring water infused with the VFT formula Stress Relief significantly structured
the water.
Note: Each colored line indicates a separate test.

A. Water infused with the Stress Relief energy pattern has dramatically fewer fragments of luminescence (more
than 20 times) than the control. This indicates the water is strongly structured by this energy pattern.
B. 10 drops of trace minerals infused with the Stress Relief energy formula significantly structured a volume of
water 200 times larger than the 10 drops.
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Test 2 - Area of Luminescence
Part 1 - (5) trace mineral samples were tested
The Area of Luminescence is determined by the area of light registered when the droplets are viewed in a strong
electromagnetic field. This chart clearly indicates a unique structuring effect: Each VFT formula infused in
trace minerals significantly structured the trace minerals in a unique way. Different combinations of “5
Elemental” properties infused into the same basic energy pattern produced a different structure.
Note: Each colored line indicates a separate test.

A. Trace Minerals infused with Stress Relief had a smaller area of luminescence than the control. This indicates
that the trace minerals were strongly structured by the energy.
B. Trace minerals infused with different combinations of the “5 Elements” in the energy pattern Rejuvenation
showed a unique structuring effect for each variant. This indicates that the structure of the trace minerals is
influenced not only by frequency but also by the quality of interaction of the 5 Elements used in each sample.
C. The pattern of Clear Mind demonstrated that it responds much the same as the control sample.
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Part 2 - (2) samples in water were tested
Note: Each colored line indicates a separate test.

A. This shows that the 10 drops of trace minerals infused with the energy pattern of Stress Relief has a
significant effect on the Area of Luminescence, producing an approximately 3.8 times increase in luminescence.
Conclusions:
Different energetic imprints infused by Vital Force Technology into solutions of trace minerals or water
produce distinctly different effects as measured by the GDV camera. These results demonstrate that it is
possible to measure the structuring effects of the energy imprints on liquids in general. The results also confirm
that VFT is able to produce energetic imprints with different “5 Element” properties. As well, it is important to
highlight the fact that an energy infused trace mineral solution is able to transfer its informational properties to a
volume of water 200 times larger than the infused solution.
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